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THE WISH

Nicolas Nonon, entrepreneur and a man of initiative, decided to devote himself to hotel projects in 2010, 
after selling his industrial logistics company. In order to understand the sector, he purchased the Sainte-
Beuve Hotel (75006), which he has since sold, then the Verneuil Hotel (75007). The latter, which is still part 
of his portfolio, offered him the opportunity to experience a renovation project and earn 4-star recognition 
for this establishment. It was this project that revealed to Nicolas Nonon his passion for customer relations 
and the development of innovative services which allow his guests to enjoy unforgettable experiences.

In 2015, he started with a blank page in the process to create a 5-star hotel in the heart of Paris. He 
purchased an office block with a garden and turned it into a hotel. His idea? To create a typically Parisian 
place, without making any concessions in terms of the materials used and the services provided.

Nicolas Nonon developed his concept for the PARISTER thinking of a place with an independent spirit in 
an original and ambitious construction. He wanted to make it a place where local people and visitors from 
all horizons could meet. His idea was to bring together figures with a multitude of talents in order to offer 
unique works as well as an extensive range of services. The vocation of the PARISTER is to be a place that 
is both classical and modern, soothing and dynamic, a very Parisian living space.



The thing that signs the identity of the PARISTER is its tribal spirit. More than a family, it is a collective 
which Nicolas Nonon and Maxime Brabant, his associate, have brought together in order to offer an 
insight into what authentic neighborhood life resembles. Hat end, it was necessary to create a program 
coordinated by experts.

Family portrait.

For the wellness program, the start-up CYD, created by Grégory Mollet-Viéville and Romain Rainaut, was 
chosen. Behind “Les Passerelles” bar, a mixologist and ambience creator from the Distrait has devised a 
menu of “small dishes” to accompany the cocktails. To decorate the walls, it is the Kamel Mennour gallery 
that selects from its catalogue and loans works of art for the pleasure of the eyes. Finally, Aude Lechère’s 
jewelry creations take pride of place alongside Karen Swami’s ceramics in the common areas.

Such a meeting of creative talent required a unique budget, therefore, Nicolas Nonnon entrusted the 
Beckmann N’Thépé studio with the care to design the PARISTER’s architecture and interior design. With 
a special mention for the interior decorator Céline Boullenger, who brought her expert eye and inspired 
council to the decoration.

COLLECTIVE SPIRIT

Aldric Beckmann, the project’s architect

Drawing his inspiration from the Paris Faubourgs, a 
dense network that holds thousands of architectural 
treasures, hidden curiosities and walled gardens, 
Aldric Beckmann has designed a hotel of a new kind.

Initially a 1990s office block, into which it was 
necessary to introduce the codes of the luxury hotel 
trade for an ambitious project.

The vision: transposing the narrow streets of the Paris 
City of Lights and its intimate and bucolic apartment 
block courtyards to the 21st century. To that end, the 
Beckmann N’Thépé studio designed a wooden and 
dressed stone façade that brings to mind traditional 
authentic Parisian workshops.

Behind this discreet façade lie living spaces, a 40 m² garden filled with plants and a daring building. Thanks 
to a novel material, shotcrete, plants form an integral part of the façade. The hand-painted veins in the 
concrete and the façade of the interior courtyard lend a resolutely modern marble effect to the whole.

Inside, the PARISTER’s charm lies in the details such as the moldings, genuine walnut wardrobes, the poetic 
and unique wallpapers and brass accessories. A 20-metre pool bathed in natural light offers customers 
the rare opportunity in Paris to enjoy a few lengths in a zen atmosphere.



Between the Folies Bergères and the Garnier Opera, the food shops on Rue des Martyrs and Cadet market, 
the department stores and grands boulevards, the Faubourg Montmartre neighborhood has become 
the epicenter for the creative community of Paris, whether they are there to work or live, for food or 
entertainment. A neighborhood in the image of today’s Paris, a neighborhood of movers and shakers and 
entrepreneurs.

A place where people live and come together, the PARISTER embodies this neighborhood which is as 
inspiring as it is inspired. 

Nature and the city is one; the Paris of yesterday collides with the city of the future; 

Parisians encounter visitors; the PARISTER is all about blending.

AN AUTHENTIC ADDRESS IN THE HEART OF 

THE FAUBOURGS



The 45 rooms, suites and duplex suites, all very bright with large windows, have been designed as 
genuine havens. They offer generous surface areas from 17 to 37m² for the duplexes and terraces of up to 
11m². The hotel has three duplexes, equipped respectively with a hammam, a sauna and a private terrace. 
In all the rooms, the guests’ rest is a priority. Therefore, the bedding has been chosen with great care. The 
decoration is stylish and refined and free of ostentation.

In the room, the tailor-made walnut headboard and brass wall sconces blend into the colors of the graphic 
wallpaper. The stylish moldings recreated on the ceilings give form to a certain notion of Parisian elegance. 
The velvet curtains in warm colors adorn the room letting a gentle light flood in. In the bathrooms, the 
celadon glass paste tiling adds the finishing touch to the peaceful and relaxing ambience.

THE ROOMS AND SUITES: 

CONTEMPORARY ELEGANCE & STYLE



The ground floor of the PARISTER is a completely open space. There, “Les Passerelles” offers a series of 
libraries and cozy lounges filled with wood, brass and velvet.

LIVING SPACES THAT COMBINE LUXURY 

& CONVIVIALITY

Les Passerelles, for cocktails...

Designed to resemble a Parisian apartment with 
a muted interior design, les Passerelles, the 
PARISTER’s bar, occupies different spaces on the 
ground floor.

In the evening, the cocktail menu has been devised 
by the team of the Distrait and also offers a unique 
selection of French whisky.

The signature cocktails are invitation to travel with 
astonishing flavors: yuzu powder & Icelandic gin, 
goji berries & Jamaican rum, or timut pepper & 
South American pisco.

“Les Passerelles” serves healthy and balanced seasonal dishes. You will find fresh juices for those arriving 
from a gym class, brunch during which children are also able to take part in dedicated yoga sessions. In 
terms of the interior design, the tables in terrazzo and wooden benches upholstered with velvet complete 
the elegance of the place. A terrace opening out on to the plant-covered and south-facing terrace offers 
a bucolic moment of peace in the very heart of Paris.  

...and if you’re feeling slightly peckish



FITNESS & WELNESS: 

THE POOL, A LA CARTE SPORTS PROGRAMMES

AND MASSAGE

The basement is devoted entirely to the well-being space and allows you to isolate yourself in a haven of 
peace and tranquility devoted to relaxing the body and the mind.

The pool, access to which is reserved for the PARISTER’s guests and swimming lesson participants, is lit 
by natural daylight. This place apart offers the unique opportunity to swim in a long basin and relax in the 
zen lounge at the poolside before relaxing in a hammam tiled with Bisazza mosaics.



A complete and tailor-made sports program at the PARISTER with:

ABOUT CYD:

After spending respectively 17 and 9 years in finance between London and Paris, Gregory MolletViéville 
and Romain Rainaut embarked in the world of entrepreneurship. Convinced that sport was undergoing 
a great change but that the sports facilities of the past were no longer adapted to today’s needs, they 
created CYD. Meditators, Ironmen, they both create sport in their own way, with one common wish: to 
encourage their clients to reveal the very best of themselves.

www.cydplaygrounds.com 

The sessions offered by the CYD team have many benefits: fitness, better start your day, prepare for a 
goal in a dynamic and / or Zen state of mind. There is daily programming, in an atmosphere close to the 
private lesson, Wednesday afternoon is reserved for children (Yoga, Swim, Boxing) and the weekend at the 
Workshops.

CYD experts can also create a tailor-made program: organize a bicycle excursion to visit the Chevreuse 
Valley, participate in a run around the neighborhood or end the day with a meditation session. Their 
motto: enrich daily life, drive back its limits, do yourself good. 

The PARISTER opens its sports program to Parisians in order to allow them to take advantage of the 
sports and swimming classes via individual class booklets or annual subscriptions.

LIST OF CLASSES:

Sweet Method
Trigger Point: self-massage techniques 

Active Yoga: dynamic Yoga inspired by vinyasa 
Yin Yoga: gentle and meditative Yoga

Core Yoga: Yoga focused on postural work 
Pilates: strengthening of long muscles 

Core stretching: stretching of deep muscles

Cardio
Cardio Sandowfit: work in suspension 

Core training: HIIT 
Boxing: work on the bag, skipping rope, pads 

Boot Camp: Series of high intensity exercise circuits 
Endurance training: Specific preparation work for endurance (Running, Cycling, Swimming) 

Fit&Dance: Fitness aerobics

Kids
Kids Boxing: introduction to boxing 
Swimming Kids: swimming classes 

Yoga Kids: introduction to Yoga

PRICES SPORTS CLASSES:

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION €1,800
Unlimited free access (excluding sessions) comprising:

12 «small group» 
4 workshop sessions

1-HOUR «SMALL GROUP» SESSIONS
1 month unlimited €200 

1 Session €25 
10 Sessions €230 
20 Sessions €420

1-HOUR SWIMMING
Private lesson €120 

«Small group» session €50/Person

KIDS
1 Session €18 

10 Sessions €162 
20 Sessions €306



A unique treatment offering by ZENOLOGY

The PARISTER’s team wants to offer their guests a unique treatment experience and that is why they have 
decided to join forces with the confidential and environmentally responsible cosmetics brand, ZENOLOGY 
for its hospitality products offering in the rooms.

ZENOLOGY’s signature bears witness to a truly ecological vision through products developed following 
the requirements of sustainable development all presented in an elegant design.

TREATMENT LIST:

Signature Parister: mind-body consciousness awakening
Deep tissue: long manual gesture and deep massage

Relaxing and deep: ancestral method of energy meridians reactivation
Ayurvedic massage: energic, detoxifying and repairing massage

Shiatsu: acupressure to rebalance vital energy.
The Spa offers tailored massages for intense relaxation, enriched by a unique sense of service. 

Sessions are available individually or in duo.

The Spa offers a menu of customized massages, intense relaxation enriched by the discovery of a new 
service. The treatments are reserved for solo or duet.

The tailor-made spa offer



ROOM PRICELIST

Superior room from 250€ 

Deluxe room from 275€ 

Deluxe room with terrace from 325€ 

Duplex room from 350€ 

Junior suite from 425€ 

Junior suite with terrace from 475€ 

Family suite from 650€

PARISTER HÔTEL

19 rue Saulnier 75009 Paris 

+ 33 1 80 50 91 91 

bonjour@hotelparister.com

http://hotelparister.com
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